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Which explanation technique to use?

How to design XAI user experiences?



Terminologies and definitions

Narrow definition: 
Techniques and methods that make a ML model’s decisions 
understandable by people

Broader (practitioners’) definition:  
Everything that makes AI more understandable (e.g., 
also including data, functions, performance)

XAI is not just ML (also explainable robotics, planning, etc.), but I will focus 
on explaining supervised ML

Interpretable ML Explainable AI (XAI)



• Background and motivation for HCXAI 

• Research into design 

- Question-driven explainable AI (    CHI 2020)


- Designing social transparency in AI systems (CHI 2021)


• Research through design and case studies 

- XAI for fair ML (    IUI 2019) 

- XAI for AI decision support (FAccT* 2020)


- XAI for active learning (CSCW 2020)


- XAI for autoAI (IUI 2021)

Towards human centered XAI: Agenda



AI is increasingly used in many high-stakes tasks 



The quest for explainable AI (XAI) 



XAI is hard: it is technical

(Gunning, 2016)



XAI is hard: it is technical

Neural network, not directly explainable Use a post-hoc XAI technique

LIME (Ribeiro et al. 2016)



A growing collection of XAI techniques



A growing number of toolkits making XAI 
techniques accessible for practitioners





• State-of-the-art XAI algorithms 

• Comprehensive technical and educational 
resources 

• Support a community of users and contributors

Website http://aix360.mybluemix.net/

Repository https://github.com/IBM/AIX360/

http://aix360.mybluemix.net/
https://github.com/IBM/AIX360/


XAI is hard: it has to be user-centered

(Nemitz, 2018)



XAI is hard: it has to be user-centered

(Hind et al., 2019)

Which explanation technique to use?

How to design XAI user experiences?



Motivation: Research into XAI Design Practices

Why AI design practitioners? 
• Bridging roles connecting user needs 

and XAI techniques 


• Understanding real-world user needs 
for XAI

Develop design methods to support 
creating HCXAI 

Inform future directions of XAI

Liao et al. Questioning the AI: Informing Design Practices for Explainable AI User Experiences. CHI 2020



A technical space people are not quite in 
there yet… how to talk about it?



Study probe: algorithm informed XAI Questions

• User needs for XAI are represented as prototypical questions

• A question can be answered by one or multiple XAI methods

• An XAI method can be implemented by one or multiple XAI algorithms

An explanation is an answer to a question (Wellman, 2011; Miller 2018) 
The effectiveness of an explanation depends on the question asked (Bromberger, 1992)



Question: Why is this husky classified as wolf?  

XAI method: local feature (pixels) contribution

XAI algorithms: 
• LIME (Ribeiro et al. 2016)

• SHAP (Lundberg and Lee 2017)

• …



Study probe: algorithm informed XAI Questions

Input (data), output, performance
+

(Lim et al., 2009)



Methodology

• Interviewed 20 participants

• 16 AI products in IBM

1. Walk through the AI system

2. Common questions users might ask

3. Discuss each question card

4. General challenges to create XAI products
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XAI question bank



XAI design challenge 1: Variability of XAI needs

Diverse end goals for explainability 

• To gain further insights for the decision


• To appropriately evaluate AI’s capability


• To adapt usage or interaction


• To improve AI performance


• Ethical responsibilities of AI products



To gain further insights for the decision

Users need to know why the system is saying this will be late 
because the reason is going to determine what their next 
action is...If it's because of a weather event, so no matter 
what you do you're not going to improve this number, versus 
something small, if you just make a quick call, you can get that 
number down (I-5)

Why 
How to be that



To appropriately evaluate AI’s capability

There is a calibration of trust, whether people will use it over 
time. But also saying hey, we know this fails in this way (I-6)

Performance 
How



XAI design challenge 1: Variability of XAI needs

Diverse end goals for explainability 

• To gain further insights for the decision


• To appropriately evaluate AI’s capability


• To adapt usage or interaction


• To improve AI performance


• Ethical responsibilities of AI products


Also varying XAI needs: User group, usage point, 
algorithm and data type, decision context 



XAI design challenge 2: Gaps between algorithmic 
output and human explanations

Human explanations are

• Selective 
• Contrastive 
• Interactive 
• Tailored for recipients 

Design attempt to mimic how people, especially domain 
experts, explain



XAI design challenge 3: “in the dark” design process 

• Challenge navigating the technical capabilities

• Communication barriers between designers, data 

scientists and other stakeholders 

• Cost of time and resource impeding buy-in


It remains in this weird limbo where people know it's 
important.  People see it happen. They don't know how to 
make it happen. And everybody's feeling their way in the 
dark with no lights. (I-8)



XAI question bank

• A checklist representing the space of user needs for XAI 
• Understand real-world user questions to derive design guidelines

• New questions (with *) inform gaps in XAI technical work



XAI question bank

• A checklist representing the space of user needs for XAI

• Understand real-world user questions and how to address them 
• New questions (with *) inform gaps in XAI technical work



Understand XAI questions and desired solutions

Input: Provide comprehensive transparency of training 
data, especially the limitations

Output: Contextualize the system’s output in downstream 
tasks and the users’ overall workflow

Performance:  Help users understand the limitation of the 
AI and make it actionable

Global model:  Choose appropriate level of details to 
explain the model

Local decision: Provide resources for “why not”

Counterfactual: Consider opportunities as utility features 
for analytics or system exploration



XAI question bank

• A checklist representing the space of user needs for XAI

• Understand real-world user questions and how to address them

• New questions (with *) inform gaps in XAI technical work



Opportunities for future technical XAI work

• Explain data bias and generalizability


• Explain output of multiple models


• Explain system changes


• Multi-level global explanations


• Interactive counterfactual explanations


• Social explanations


• Personalized and adaptive explanations




Supporting the process: question-driven XAI design

Through user research
• Questions elicitation
• Identify user requirements to address the questions
Working with data scientists and the team
• Map the questions to XAI technique(s)
• Iteratively evaluate by the user requirements and fill the gaps



A guide to mapping questions to XAI techniques for supervised ML

Use XAI question bank to guide question elicitation



Real-world user needs for nine 
categories of AI explainability


• Guidelines to address them


• Opportunities for future 
algorithmic work


Challenges faced by design 
practitioners 


• XAI Question Bank 

• Question-driven XAI design 
process 

Summary, and putting research into practices…

Liao et al. Questioning the AI: Informing Design Practices for Explainable AI User Experiences. CHI 2020



Use case Fair ML AI-assisted 
decision Active learning Auto AI/ML

User Regulator, 
impacted group Decision-maker Annotator Model builder

Key RQ

How do different 
styles of 

explanation 
impact fairness 

judgment?

Can local 
explanation 

improve decision 
outcomes?

Can local 
explanation 

improve model 
training and 
annotator 

experience?

Can interactive 
explanation 

support model 
selection?

Research through design and case studies

Dodge et al. Explaining Models: An Empirical Study of How Explanations Impact Fairness Judgment. IUI 2019



Fair ML: What is unwanted bias?

Discrimination becomes 
objectionable when it places 
certain unprivileged groups 
at a systematic disadvantage


Illegal in certain contexts

(Barocas and Selbst, 2017)



(Hardt, 2017)



XAI as interfaces for scrutinizing model biases

Developer 

Regulator 

Impacted group 

End goal of XAI: 
Fairness calibration

Help identify the bias

If the model is unbiased

If the model is biased

Help foster trust and 
confidence



Prototype and use case: explaining COMPAS

COMPAS is a software used to assess the recidivism risk of a 
defendant who posts a bail. Widely criticized as biased.

Trained with ProPublica 
data 10K records 

Pre-processing for de-
biasing (Calmon et al., 2017) 

Statistically unfair model Statistically fair model 

(Larson et al. 
ProPublica, 2016)





Local 
explanations

Global 
explanations

Why

How



Research questions

How do different styles of explanation 
impact fairness judgment?

• Fairness calibration?

• Surfacing individual fairness issue—similar 

individuals receiving different treatment?

• Perceived inherently less fair?


How do individual factors mediate the 
impact?


Fairness 
calibration



Experimental design

Input influence Data demographic Sensitivity Case based

20 20 20 20

20 20 20 20

160 MTurk participants

Sampled 6 instances from test data, oversampled 1/3 
disparately impacted individuals (individual unfairness)

Present model prediction and explanation
Rate “how the software made the prediction was fair” 
and explain the rating

Survey: demographic, prior position on general ML 
fairness, fairness of race feature, cognitive styles





Fairness calibration?

All styles of explanation supported fairness calibration



Surfacing individual fairness issue?

Local (why) explanations are more effective in surfacing 
individual fairness issue





Inherently less fair?

Case-based explanation is perceived to be inherently less fair 



Individual differences: prior position on ML fairness

Participants who consider “ML fair to use” (    ) rated the 
system to be fairer when presented with global explanations



Design and evaluate with the goal of calibration 

- Start with “ground truth” of model biases/problems


No one-size-fits-all 

- Types of fairness problems


- Offsetting v.s. accommodating individual difference


- Fine-grained scrutinization: Data, feature fairness, feature importance, 
feature interaction, procedural fairness


Design guidelines: XAI supporting model 
scrutinization

Dodge et al. Explaining Models: An Empirical Study of How Explanations Impact Fairness Judgment. IUI 2019



Concluding remarks: toward contextualized and 
actionable human-centered XAI

XAI Understanding User goals User characters

• Evaluate/calibrate risk

• Improve model

• Gain further insights

• Adapt usage/control

• …

• Faithful

• Complete 

• Compact

• Actionable

• Novel

• …

• ML knowledge

• ML attitude

• Domain knowledge

• Cognitive style

• …

XAI 
Desiderata

Improves Supports

What (question) 
to explain?

How to explain?
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